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SUMMARY

Serious questions have lmeu ruisel ,o' mirai l the lurk of rias•it-
enicy between the Internutional Antidmlwnpiil (C'ode, n::c.tiated at
Geneva during the linudl stages of tie liennedty rnoud, :uId certain
U.S. staitlutes (particula•ly tie .uAntidlhiping Art'of 1921) dealhig with
the "dlumipiilg" (of forecifn mcmlianr dise in lihe U.S. luiurket.

Tme (Comnnmittee oil F'inaUce held a full day's hestring on th lis muattcr
on June 27, 196S. On the blsis of the r•o'rd esztali.l.d at the hicarinig

ndtl other materials relevenit to this sibijct. the staff hv:s Prealrdl
this paper describing tlie im.e anid poilitmll, olit thud1t-

I. 'Tie Interittional AnIltiumlplii (Code dules colitaina suill-
stlultial Itreua of IIinonSistenicV with domelltlfic law;

2. The (Code's provisions te:ad to weaken. seriam.-y, the effe'-
tivenes, of the existing remedies against, the unfair IrndC ij.'autit e
knowit as dmiiniuiilug; and

3. 'l'he imnplcuienttiaiun of the ( 'ode should lie precded by
enajliaig lepilation.
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THE ANTIDUMPING ACT OF 1921 AND THE INTERNA-
TIONAL ANTIDUMPING CODE-CONSISTENT OR NOT?

This memorandum deals with the unfair trade practice of
"dumpning." It-

(1) outlines the administrative procedures under the Anti-
dumping Act of 1921;

(2) summnarizes events preceding the International Antidump-
ing Code;

(3) describes issues raised by the Code; and
(4) compares a number of important features in domestic law

with their counterparts in the Code. It also comments on the
legal status of the Code.

Duimping.-"Dumping," in a foreign trade sense, occurs when a
foreign producer sells his merchandise in this country at a price less
thanthat which he charges purchasers in his home market, or a third
country market, and a U.S. industry suffers injury because of that price
discrimination.

The Antidumping Act of 1921 is one of a body of U.S. laws designed
to combat unfair trade practices. Unlike other laws, which generally
impose fines or jail sentences for violations, the Antidumping Act
operates directly against the offending goods by assessing on theem a
"special dumping duty."

I. Administrative Procedures Under the Antidumping Act of 1921

Under the law, the Treasury Department is charged with the task
of determining whether imported goods are being sold "at less than
fair value"-fthat is, at a lower price in the United States than the
same goods are sold for in foreign markets. If the Treasury determines
there are no such sales, the case is closed. On the other hand, if it
makes a determination that foreign goods are being sold (or are likely
to be sold) in the United States at a discriminatory price, it must then
refer the case to the Tariff Comnmission.

The Tariff Commission is responsible for determining whether a
domestic industry is being injured by reason of the sales at less than
fair value. If it makes a negative determination the case is closed. But,
if it finds that an industry "is being or is likely to be injured, or is
prevented from being established" because of these sales, it makes
an injury determination.

On the basis of these two affirmative determinations, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, through the Bureau of Customs, must assess
a sIecial dumping duty on the merchandise which continues to be
dumped. This duty is an amount equal to the difference between the
home market price and the dumped price.

(1)
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I. The International Antidumping Code

Purpoes.--On June 30, 1967, the International Antidumping Code
was signed at Geneva during the Kennedy round of tariff negotiations
by the United States and 17 foreign nations.' Its lirposes, according
to the Special Trade Representative, are threefold:

(1) To make injury an international prerequisite to assess-
ment of dumping dutiies;

(2) To "define and flesh out some of the key concepts" used in
antid-mrping actions;

(3) To reach agreement on a set of open and fair procedures to
protect those against whom a complaint of dumping is brought.

Apparently, however, the impetus for the Code stemmed front
criticisms by other countries-particularly the Europeans-of the
U.S. Antidumping Act, rather than from the concern of U.S. exporters
that t lwy were being .gd ersely affected by foreign antidumping laws.

Isaue.-Serious questions have been raised as to whether the Code
is consistent with domestic law, particularly the Antidumping Act of
1921-in which case it may be argued that it can be put into force
by the United States without enabli-mg legislation-or whether it is
inconsistent with domestic law and should not be implemented until
enabling legislation has been approved by Congress.

An additional issue is whether the negotiators were authorized by
Congress to enter into the antidumnping agreement. However, since the
Code has been negotiated, and has been placed into effect through the
Treasury Department's new regulations, the staff does not treat with
this at this time as a legal obstacle.

Background.-Until recently, trade negotiations typically had been
confined to areas where Congress had delegated authority to the Presi-
dent in advance to modify (1) the level of U.S. tariffs, and (2) other
barriers of a nontariff nature. In June of last year, however, U.S.
negotiators entered into two trade agreements with respect to which
no advance authority had been delegated. One of these concerned the
American selling price method of valuing certain products for tariff
purposes. The other related to the Antidumping Act of 1921. It is
clear from the record that Congress did not delegate any authority
under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to modify the U.S. Anti-
dumping Act of 1921. The report of the Committee on Finance
accompanying that act leaves no doubt about this. It states:

Other laws not intended to be affected include the Anti-
dumping Act and section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 which
relates to countervailing duties. (S. Rept. 2059, 87th Cong.,
2d sess., p. 19.)

Testimony during hearings on the Trade Expansion Act before the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House also indicates an ad-
ministration understanding that the Antidumping Act was outside
the scope of authority requested by that legislation.

Notwithstanding this legislative history, when it became known
in 1965 that negotiation of an International Antidumping Code was

'The U.S. negotiators signed this Code "definitively and without reservation."
Other countries however, including Canada, EEC countries, and the United
Kingdom agreed to present the Code to their parliaments for approval.
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being contemplated, the Committee on Finance and the Senate
responded by approving Senate Concurrent Resolution 100 expressing
the sense of the (Congress that no agreement requiring the modification
of any tariff or other import restriction should be entered into except
pursuant to authority delegated in advance by the Congress.

E&eeutiie branch position.-The executive branch arguments regard-
ing the negotiation of the Code and the legal questions it raises are
as follows:

(1) The authority to negotiate the agreement comes from the
Constitution, not the Trade Expansion Act, although the Special
Trade Representative was appointed to direct the negotiation
under section. 241 of the Trade Expansion Act.

(2) The negotiated code ii consistent with the Antidumping
Act of 1921 and requires no modification of that act. Therefore,
Senate Concurrent Resolution 100, which was not acted on by
the House, was not violated by the negotiation. Moreover, since
no modification of the act is required, the Code can be placed into
effect without congressional approval of any sort.

(3) The Code and the act are to be read "as to be consistent,
insofar as possible," but in the last analysis the courts will decide
whether or not a conflict exists.

(4) The Code "probably does limit the discretion of the Tariff
Commission in applying certain of the concepts," primarily those
relating to the definition of an industry and the degree of injury
required to justify relief.

Tariff Commission Report.--Shortly after the International Anti-
dumping Code was concluded, Senate Concurrent Resolution 38 was
introduced in the Senate to express the sense that the Code is incon-
sistent with the act; that it should be submitted to the Senate for its
advice and consent; and that it should not become effective in this
country until Congress enacts legislation to implement it. The Tariff
Commission was requested to comment on the resolution. It did so in
a report received by the committee on March 8, 1968. By a three to
two majority the Tariff Commission found several significant differ-
ences between the Code and the law.

The majority report (Commissioners Sutton, Culliton, and Clubb)
took the position that the Code could not alter domestic law. It stated:

It is well settled that the Constitution does not vest in the
President plenary power to alter domestic law. The Code, no
matter what are the obligations undertaken by the United
States thereunder internationally, cannot, standing alone
without legislative implementation, alter the provisions of
the Antidumping Act or of other U.S. statutes. As matters
presently stand, we believe that the jurisdiction and author-
ity of the Commission to act with respect to dumping of im-
ported articles is derived wholly from the Antidumping Act
and 19 U.S.C. 1337.

They concluded that the Tariff Commission does not contemplate
making any changes in its Rules of Practice and Procedures, but
noted that the Treasury Department is changing its Customs Regula-
tions to bring them into conformity with the Code.
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The minority report (Commissioners Metzger, and Thunberg) ob-
served that "the executive branch has been and is of the view that
the provisions of the Code and the act are not inconsistent with, and
in conflict with, each other." With respect to Treasury's functions
under the Code-the determination of sales at less than fair value
and of injury (determinations of injury is a statutory function of the
Tariff Commission, not the Treasury)-these Commissioners expressed
their "understanding that the Treasury Department takes the position
that none of these provisions requires implementation in such a way
as to be in conflict with any provision of law administered by it."
Commissioners Metzger and Thunberg chose not to proffer any opinion
on the issues raised by Senate Concurrent Resolution 38, but instead
chose to await the particular facts and circumstances involved in
each injury determination before considering whether the provisions
of the Code would lead to identical or differing results.

In their minority views, these two Commissioners stated the view
that in the consideration of future antidumping cases, any question
of consistency between the Code and the act should be resolved by
applying:

* * * the principles of American law to the task of inter-
pretation of the Act as it affects the facts of the investigation,
including those principles relating to interpreting the act
so as to avoid inconsistency between it and the international
obligations of the United States.'

III. Major Differences Between International Antidumping Code
and the Antidumping Act of 1921

The major areas in which the Code differs from the act concern:
(1) the definition of an "industry" affected by dumped imports;
(2) the degree of "injury" required to invoke the statute; (3) the
consideration of injury by the Treasury Department; (4) the revoca-
tion of a determination of sales at less than their fair value; and (5)
the acceptance of price undertakings or the cessation of shipments at
dumped prices.

Definition of an Inditgtry.-The act contains no definition of an
industry. It is a matter left to the judgment of the Tariff Commission
in connection with its injury investigation. The Code provisions re-
lating to this definition are considerably more restrictive than the
act in two important respects:

(a) Like pr-oducts.-

THE AcT THE CODE

The act states that dumping The Code defines the domestic
duties must be applied if "an in- industry as domestic producers as
dustry in the United States is being a whole of "like products" (art. 4
or is likely to be injured * * *" (a)) and defines like products as
by dumped merchandise, those which are identical with, or

have characteristics closely resem-
bling those of, the dumped product
(art. 2(b)).

The staff questions this rule of construction. A more proper rule of construc-
tion, in the staff's opinion, is described on p. 10.
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The Tariff Commission advises that the "like product" concept of
an industry, required by the Code, narrows their discretion as to
what industry can be harmed by dumped imports-it permits imports
to be compared to only one domestic industry, that which produces
the "like product." On the other hand, under the act, the Commission
has unrestricted discretion to weigh the effect of dumped imports on
one or more different industries if it feels they may be affected by tile
dumped goods. For example, in the past it has considered whether im-
ports of narrow glass panes injured three separate domestic indus-
tries-the flat glass industry, the jalousie glass louvre industry and the
jalousie window industry. In another investigation, it considered the
effects of imports of nephaline syenite on the domestic feldspar
industry. Under the Code, if apples were being dumped and were
processed into applesauce there could be no relief for injury to apple-
sauce producers because alplesauce is not a "like product." The
act, on the other hand, would permit a determination of injury to the
applesauce industry. None of these comparisons would be permitted
by the Code.

Confining the Tariff Commission investigative function as it does,
dumping duties which have been assessed, could not be imposed under
the Cod e. In the staff's opinion changing the results of a case by
international agreement is tantamount to changing the law itself. If
it has that effect the agreement is inconsistent with the law and should
not be placed into effect until the law is modified to authorize it.

(b) Competitive market area.-

THE AcT
The Commission shall deter-

mine whether an industry in the
United States is being, or is likely
to be injured, by the dumped
imports.

THE CODE

"In exceptional circumstances a
country may, for the production
in question, be divided into two
or more competitive markets and
the producers within each market
regarded as a separate industry.
If, because of transport costs, till
the producers within such a market
sell all or almost all of their pro-
duction of the product in question
in that market, and none, or
almost none, of the product in
question produced elsewhere in the
country is sold in that market or
if there exist special regional
marketing conditions (for example
traditional patterns of distribution
or consumer tastes) which result
in an equal degree of isolation of
the producers in such a market
from the rest of the industry,
provided, however, that injury
may be found in such circum-
stances only if there is injury to
all or almost all of the total pro-
duction of the product ifh. e
market as defined" (art. 4 (4(i)).
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The conditions specified by the Code for segmenting an industry
are so restrictive that, in the judgment of the Tariff Commission, four
out of five of its recent affirmative determinations of injury might
not have been made if it had been required to apply the Code's
provisions. One of these cases related to an industry composed of
producers in and adjacent to the competitive market area in which
the imports were dumped. The other three cases concerned producers
adjacent to the competitive market area. In still other cases, the
Commission has found that injury to a part of an industry is neces-
sarily an injury to the whole industry.

By limiting the concept of a competitive market (as the Code does)
to producers within such a market who sell all or almost all of their
production of the product in question in that market (a circumstance
which reportedly rarely exists), the Tariff Commission would be
denied the flexibility it has under the act to determine from the facts
and circumstances whether dumped imports concentrated in an area
around a seaport can injure any domestic industry. This inflexibility
will prevent dumping duties from being assessed in situations where
they have been assessed.

As the staff has already observed, changing the results of a case
by international agreementt is tantamount to changing the law itself
and enabling legislation should precede the implementation of the
agreement.

Injury determination.--In the past, the Tariff Commission has
determined that injury which is more than de minimis is sufficient to
justify relief under the Antidumping Act.

The Code, however, purports to require a far greater degree of injury
to a domestic industry before a dumping duty may be assessed. It
directs the Tariff Commission (an arm of the Congress) to weigh, on
the one hand, the effects of the dumping, and on the other hand, all
other factors taken together which may be adversely affecting the
industry. THE. Ac'r THE CODE

The act requires that the Corn- The Code states that before
mission shall determine whether dumping duties can be imposed it
an industry in the United States must be found that the dumped
is being, or is likely to be, injured merchandise is demonstrably the
* * * by reason of the mpVorta- principal cause of material injury
tion of such merchandise * * or threat of material injury to a

domestic industry (art. 3(a)) and
that the authorities shall weigh,
on the one hand, the effect of the
dumping and, on the other hand,
all the other factors taken to-
gether which may be adversely
affecting the industry (art. 3(a)).

During the Finance Committee hearing on this matter, lawyers
for the administration took the position that the term "demonstrably
the principal cause of material injury" of time Code was designed to
result in the same interpretation-a determination of injury when
dumped imports caused injury to a domestic industry in any degree
greater than de minimie-that the Tariff Commission had given in
the past. Yet, when pressed for a definite answer to the question of
whether the Tariff Commission could make the same determination
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for the same case under the Code as it had under the act, the lawyer
replied in the negative.

The chairman observed that the weighing factor in the Code (a
technique which does not appear in the act),

* * * suggests that, picture of pure woman standing there
blindfolded with a scale in her hands and on one side of the
scale there is what can be said for dumping and on the other
side what can be said for all other causes. If the scale is
heavier on this side than it is on the other, then this is the
side on which justice must go * * *

The administration lawyer responded that this weighing factor was
a lrocedural provision which in his opinion did not change the sub-
stantive meaning of the notion of principal cause. He suggested it was
a leftover from an earlier draft in the negotiation process.

It is difficult for the staff to conclude t at this is merely Iprocedural,
or that it was left over. The Code is cast in terms far too precise
to permit such an interpretation and the restrictive nature of the
weighing factor conforms to the pattern throughout the Code of
narrowing the range of discretion of the Tariff Commission. This
pattern was conceded by the administration spokesmen. The more
effectively its discretion is limited by the Code, the fewer will be its
affirmative findings of injury.

8;multaneous Ilnvestigation8 of Injui-y; Revocation of Deternina-
6.ois of Sa!es at Less Than Fair Vahle.-

THE, ACT THm CODE

No provision. Upon initiation of an investiga-
tion and thereafter, the evidence
of both dumping and injury should
be considered simultaneously. In
any event, the evidence of both
dumping and injury shall be con-
sidered simultaneously in the de-
cision whether or not to initiate an
investigation, and thereafter, dur-
ing the course of the investiga-
tion, * * * an application shall
be rejected and an investigation
shall be terminated promptly as
soon as the authorities concerned
are satisfied that there is not suf-
ficient evidence of either dumping
or of injury to justify proceeding
with the case (art. 5 (b), (c)).

The Antidumping Act does not authorize the revocation of a
determination of sales at less than fair value. In practice the Treasury
Department automatically refers the case to the Tariff Commission
after it has made such a determination and thereafter its responsibility
in the matter ceases. The Customs Simplification Act of 1954 in
terms certain amended the Antidumping Act to remove the injury
determination from the Treasury jurisdiction and place it upon the
Tariff Commission.

There are only two ways the simultaneous investigations required
by the Code can occur, and in the opinion of staff, both are contrary
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to the act. First, the Tariff Commission might be expected to coin-
mence an investigation of injury at the same time Treasury initiates
an investigation of sales at less than fair value. However, this would
conflict with the provision of the act which confers jurisdiction on the
Tariff Commission only after the Treasury Department has made a
finding of sales at less than fair value. Alternatively, the Treasury
Department might be expected to undertake a determination of the
injury question during its investigation of the price matter. However,
this would be contrary to the objective of the Customs Simplification
Act which removed the injury factor from Treasury's jurisdiction. As
a matter of procedure, regulations just issued by the Treasury Depart-
ment to implement the Code follow this latter route. These regulations
require evidence of injury to be submitted at the time a dumping
complaint is filed, and despite the fact that no criteria are set forth
governing what constitutes evidence of injury, the regulations also
permit the Secretary to return a complaint if in his judgment it does
not conform to his requirements.

During the hearing the committee was advised that Treasury would
not make any evaluation of injury. The evidence of injury required by
their regulations was described as necessary to prevent frivolous com-

plaints and thereby save taxpayers' money.
The staff observes that the Code, by authorizing Treasury to revoke

a finding of sales at less than fair value after the injury investigation is
commenced by the Tariff Commission, could well result in greater cost
to the taxpayers by requiring the Commission to undertake fruitless
investigations of injury. For example, if it appears that the Tariff
Commission is about to make an affirmative fingin of injury, the for-
eign merchant might rush to Tre.aury with assurances of price revi-
sions and thereby cause the Treasury to revoke its finding of sales
at less than fair value and close the case after much of the costs of the
injury investigation has been incurred by the Commission.

More importantly, if Treasury does evaluate the evidence of injury
(and it seems that it must in making a decision to proceed with the
case) then the Tariff Commission will be denied jurisdiction to investi-
gate injury except in those cases Treasury passes through its own in-
jury screen. And, if Treasury applies the Code's concept of injury as
its revised regulations suggest it is doing, few cases will reach the
Tariff Commission.

The legislative history of the injury provisions in the present law
convinces the staff that the practice of the Treasury and the require-
ments of the Code do not comport either with the intent of Congress
or with the language of the law.

Price undertakings.-

THE Acm THE CODE

No provision. "Antidumping proceedings may
be terminated without imposition
of antidumping duties or provi-
sional measures, upon receipt of a
voluntary undertaking by the ex-
porters to revise their prices * * *
or to cease to export to the area in
•luestion at dumped prices * *

art. 7).
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The Antidu nping Act, by its terms, does not specify that a dumping
case can be closed because the foreign exporter has agreed either to
alter his prices (in order to avoid a finding of sales at less than fair
value) or to cease shipments of the offending goods to this country.
However, the Treasury Department, by its regulations since 1965
(and by practice even earlier) has disposed of cases on these grounds.
The Code commits the United States to these Treasury Department
practices.

The Tariff Commission advised the committee that under present
Treasury practices "the average importer can sell goods at less than
fair value in the United States for atl)roxiniately 2 years with impu-
nity insofar as the effectiveness of the act is concerned." Moreover,
acceptance of such assurances only with respect to a specified market
area would allow dumping to be repeated in other parts of the country.
Finally, the Tariff Commission reports that "none of the unfair
trade statutes cited in this report specifically provide a mechanismn
for the violator of the statute concerned to avoid the remedial or penal
actions directed to be taken thereunder by his agreement to conform
to the law after he is caught. The Code in this respect does not appear
to conform with any of the statutes."

In the opinion of the staff, "forgiveness of dumping", where
a foreign producer agrees to raise his price (to prevent a finding
of sales at less than fair value), or gives assurances of no further sales
at dumped prices, is not a p roper function for the Treasury Depart-
ment in administering the Antidumping Act. If there are sales at less
than fair value, Treasury should mako a finding to that effect and
refer the case to the Tariff Commission for an injury investigation.
If there is no injury, then the finding of sales at less th an fair value is
meaningless and assurances of price adjustments (or to cease the
shipments at the lower price) serve to require American consumers
to pay more for the foreign goods than they would otherwise have to.
On the other hand, acceptance of the price undertaking by the Treas-
ury prevents the Tariff Commission from undertaking an injury
investigation, and in this respect it not only becomes equivalent to
an injury determination by the Treasury Department, but also
constitutes a loophole for sporadic dumping of foreign goods into this
countrY. This would particularly be true of assurances with respect
to regional marketing areas.

The staff understands the Treasury Department's role in dumping
proceedings is merely to make the arithmetical calculation of price.
Any exercise by it partaking of an injury determination, or precluding
an injury determination when there have been sales at less than fair
value, is an infringement of the statutory responsibility of the Tariff
Commission.

For these same reasons the staff believes that terminations of in-
vestigations by the Treasury Department, because in its judgment
the amounts involved are not more than insignificant, are functions
which it should not perform under the act.

IV. Legal Status of the Code

Statutory Construction.-A rule of construction has been advanced
to the effect that the domestic law should be interpreted in such a
way as to avoid conflict with the international obligations of the
United States. Under this rule of construction, it is stated that if a
statute can be interpreted either in a manner consistent with an
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islt iriati,,nii obligations or in a manier iiio,.sistetit with it, a courtt
uill intierpret it in favor of consistency. Applying this nile of con-s: ructin , thle lnt(.riltional Antidunipitig (1ode and the relevitut

1*.-. stitites inltidiig the Antitditlmuii g Act (of 1921, as aniended,
it i.• sai tI hat sich staitt tiet should be ist erlireted to avoid inkcoinsistency
%%i!1I tile ( ',de.

Tlhe si •dit q,'stiiurs whether this rule is properly aplplicable wherethle ituu e''I iui,. I ,hlgation in question postdit•es the existing st atuites

by 46 vears, oir milo re. In the authority cited in favor of this proposi-
li,,n, tile r -1ils would suggest that it is not applicable in sueh a c-se.
nThe Restateiment of the Iaw of Foreign Relations illustrates tile appli-
catiti (of the rule in ternis of a statute followed by an international
agreement which in turn is followed by reenactment of the identical
5, at tite. The •tatwtie being i.onstrued in this illustration was enacted
iii t le light of tile preexistinlg iuiternationid agreement and was
pr'o,,Wrly uunlsi'rued so ts• not to cinllift with it. Other cases also sup-
portI this coti;tructio, in like situations where the international
aireeiieilt was already in existence at the time the stat•tte being
cii i.t r'led was enaml ed.

A more alphropritlte rule of c'onstruction would interpret a new inter-
ntational obligation in suich a w-ay as to avoid conflict with an existingstattile. Ihie objective of stattitory construction should be to try to fit
a new statute or a new internatioltal obligation into tihe framework or

aittern of existing law. Whont a new statute is passed, or a new inter-
national agreement is entered into, unless it ex ressly overrules an
existin.. statute or agreenient, it van be presumyined that Congress (or
the Exec,.tive) m•uuorbtwod the existing rules and did not intend for
tile new detriment to change them. It should be presumed that tile
President would not knowinglv exceed his authority in neotiating
new undertakings, hut would eek implementing legislation if he did
*.). Therefore, the new document, whether it is anl act of Congress or
au. international obligation, should be interpreted to conform to tile
framework or pattern of existing law.

Moreover, in comiparinig the new document with the existing pattern
the effect of the new document on decided cases should not be ignored.
These cases phltyi a significant role in giving the statutory law a recog-
niziabl incaining. ('ertai:ly this is true of the Antidumpnlg Act of
1921. This act is •ast in broad and undefined terms, and, without the
history built. ill) through 46 years of operation, a different interpre-
tation could be l)laced on it without raising any question of conflict
between it and an international obligation.

Blindly applying the rtle that a statute be interpreted so as to avoid
conflict with ati international agreement (as some suggest) would
enable the contracting parties to an agreement., in effect, to apply
their interpretation to an act, of Congress contrary to the express or
implied intent of the Congress. The staff believes that a rule of con-
struction having this effect must yield to a rule that a statute must
be construed so as to carry out the intent of Congress. If the absence
of amendments implies that Congress is satisfied with the statute,
then an international obligation subsequently undertaken which
would change the results under the statute must be found to be
inconsistent with the statute, and the international obligation cannot
be carried out until Congress conforms the statute.
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The Constitution states that (I) the Constitution, (2) laws made in
" irsiaaiie thereof, and (3) treaties made under the authority of the
I united Statei, shall be the supreme law of the land. The International

Antidumlping (Code is not a law made pursutant to the Constitution nor
is it a treaty. No one has argued that it is. 'ri'hm, it does not stand e,.s an
equal to an act of (Congress and should not be interpreted under any
rule of construction as it it were equal or superior to statutory law, nor
should it be construed to lead to a result contrary to the result achieved
under the statutory law.

Ne!d fior Enabliny .egiflation.--Even if the International Anti-
dumping ('ode had been negotiated as a treaty, in the opinion of the
staff it could not be implemented in the absence of enabling legislation.
Ilhis is so because of our constitutional system of checks and balances
which vests in Congress the sole authority to impose tariffs and to
regulate foreign commerce and confers on thei President the sole
authority over foreign affairs. The Antidumping Act of 1921, as well as
being an act to regulate foreign commerce, is also a tariff act. Its basic

purpose is to remedy unfair pricing of imports into the United States
hyimuposing a special dupinAng tariff. Dealing as it does with the

constitutional authority of ( ongress and with the President's author-
ity over foreign affairs, the International Antidum ping Code involves
an area where neither Congress nor the President has sufficient
power to act independently of the other. Thus, while the President
may enter into an agreement relating to the Antidumping Act, he
may not place it into effect without the participation of Congress.
The statute must first be amended to reflect a change in the tariff-
imposing features of the Antidumping Act.

While it is true that the President has authority to instruct the
Treasury Department, an agency of the executive branch, with respect
to the duties and functions entrusted to it under the Antidumping
Act of 1921, he has no such authority with respect to the duties and
functions entrusted to the Tariff Conmmission under that act. The
more important functions dealt with by the International Antidump-
ing Code that are in question-the scope of an industry and the
degree of injury required to invoke a dumping duty-are functions
entrusted to the Tariff Commission and the Tariff Comnuission's
determinations as to these matters are final without regard to the
attitude of the executive branch. The Tariff Commission's report to
this committee outlining the many inconsistencies between the Code
and the domestic status attest to this independence from the executive
branch. In the opinion of the staff, because of the unique position of
the Tariff Commission as an arm of the Congress, the ordinary rules
which bind the executive departments to positions taken by the
President in international agreements do not apply.
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